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Abstract 
Friedman, H.M. and J.L. Hirst, Reverse mathematics and homeomorphic embeddings, Annals 
of Pure and Applied Logic 54 (1991) 229-253. 
Extrapolating from the work of Mahlo (1911), one can prove that given any pair of countable 
closed totally bounded subsets of complete separable metric spaces, one subset can be 
homeomorphically embedded in the other. This sort of topological comparability is reminiscent 
of the statements concerning comparability of well orderings which Friedman has shown to be 
equivalent to ATR, over the weak base system RCA,,. The main result of this paper states that 
topological comparability is also equivalent to ATR,,. 
In Section 1, the pertinent subsystems of second-order arithmetic and results on well 
orderings are reviewed. Sections 2 and 3 overview the encoding of metric spaces and 
homeomorphisms in second-order arithmetic. Section 4 contains a proof of the topological 
comparability result in AT&,. Section 5 contains the reversal, a derivation of AT&,, from the 
topological comparability result. In Section 6, additional information about the structure of the 
embeddings is obtained, culminating in an application to closed subsets of the real numbers. 
1. Reverse mathematics and well orderings 
In [4], Friedman defined subsystems of second-order arithmetic useful in 
analyzing the proof-theoretic and recursion-theoretic strength of theorems. The 
language of second-order arithmetic contains two sorts of variable, lower case 
variables representing elements of N, the natural numbers, and upper case 
variables representing subsets of N. The weakest of the subsystems, RCA,,, 
contains basic ordered semi-ring axioms, an induction axiom, the induction 
scheme for Z:) formulas, and the recursive comprehension axiom, which states 
that any set definable by both a 2:) formula and a n(,’ formula exists. Stronger 
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axiom systems are constructed by adding additional set comprehension axioms. 
For example, the subsystem ACAo consists of RCA, together with a comprehen- 
sion scheme asserting the existence of arithmetically definable sets. The sub- 
system AT& contains the axioms of ACA,, together with the arithmetical 
transfinite recursion scheme. This scheme consists of formulas of the form 
vx (WO(X)+ 3Yzf,(X, Y)) 
where WO(X) formalizes “X is a well ordered set” and 0 is arithmetical. The 
formula H,(X, Y) says that WO(X) and 
Y = {(n, i): i E field(X) A 0(n, Y’)} 
where 
Yj = {(m, i): i <xi A (m, i) E Y}. 
More detailed descriptions of these subsystems can be found in [3], [5], and [12]. 
The language of second-order arithmetic is highly expressive. Via simple coding 
procedures, countable well orderings and functions between them can be 
described. We will use the notation X cs Y to denote the existence of an order 
preserving bijection between a well ordering X and an initial segment of a well 
ordering Y. In this case, we say that X is strongly less than or equal to Y. If X is 
order isomorphic to Y, we write Xc, Y. Similarly, Xs, Y denotes weak 
comparability, that is, the existence of an ordering preserving injection of X into 
Y. Using this notation we can state the following theorem concerning well 
orderings. 
1.1. Theorem (RCAJ. The following are equivalent: 
(i) ATR,,. 
(ii) If X and Y are countable well orderings, then XS, Y or Y + X. 
(iii) Zf X and Y are countable well orderings, then XC, Y or Y 6, X. 
Proof. A proof that ATR, is equivalent to (ii) can be found in [12]. A proof 
that AT& is equivalent to (iii) is given in [5]. 0 
Equivalence results like the preceding theorem are the culmination of the 
program of reverse mathematics. Not only are mathematical statements proved 
within weak subsystems, but they are shown to be provably equivalent to 
comprehension schemes over the base system RC&. The proof of the following 
theorem illustrates this procedure. 
1.2. Theorem (RCAc,). The following are equivalent: 
(i) ACA,,. 
(ii) Let A be a countable well ordering with a greatest element. Every subset of 
A has a least upper bound. 
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Proof. To prove that (i) implies (ii), assume ACAo and suppose that A is a 
countable well ordering with greatest element a. Let X be a subset of A. 
Arithmetical comprehension proves that the set Y = {y E A: Vx E Xx G y} exists. 
Note that a E Y, so Y is not empty. Thus Y has a least element, which is the least 
upper bound for X. 
To prove that (ii) implies (i), assume RCA, and lACAJ. We will construct a 
well ordering with a greatest element and a subset which has no least upper 
bound. Since AC& fails, there is an injection f : Nf- N such that ran(f) does 
not exist [12]. Let T be the tree encoded by the set of sequences 
T= {a~~~~:Vi<lh(a)((a(i)=O~Vj<lh(a)f(j)#i) vf(a(i))=i)}. 
Let KB(T) denote the Kleene-Brouwer ordering of T and let X = KB( T) + 1. 
RCA” suffices to prove that X exists and has a largest element. From any infinite 
descending sequence in X, RCA0 suffices to prove the existence of ran(f), so X 
is well ordered. With exception of the greatest element, every element of X is a 
sequence. Let Y consist of the set of dead end sequences from T. Formally, 
Y = {a E X: 3 < lh(u)(f(lh(u)) = i A u(i) = 0)). 
Using RCAo, we can prove that Y exists and contains arbitrarily long sequences. 
Suppose, by way of contradiction, that u is a least upper bound for Y. If f(j) = 0 
for some j, then (j) is an upper bound for Y; otherwise, (0) is an upper bound. 
Thus u is a sequence in T. If for some i and j, u(i) = 0 andf(j) = i, then there is a 
sequence in Y of length greater than j which is greater that u in the ordering on 
X, contradicting our choice of u. Thus, for i < lb(u), u(i) = 0 if and only if 
i @ran(f). Let k be such that f(k) = lb(u) if lb(u) E ran(f), and let k be 0 
otherwise. The sequence u-(k) is in X - Y and is less than u in the ordering on 
X, contradicting the assertion that u was the least upper bound. Thus Y has no 
least upper bound in X. 0 
2. Metric spaces 
The results of Sections 4 and 5 are framed in terms of countable subsets of 
metric spaces. The details of the following development of metric spaces in 
RCA,, are given in [2] and [12]. Briefly, a code for a complete separable metric 
space consists of a set A E N together with a pseudo-metric d :A x A + IR. A 
sequence (a,: n E N) is said to be a point in the completion a of A if 
Vn Vi (d(U,, a,+,)< 2-“). 
Two points a = (a,: n E IV) and b = (b,: n E N) are equal if 
Vn (d(u,, b,) < 2-“+I). 
The metric d can be extended to a by defining 
&, b) = (d(~+~, bn+& n E N>. 
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Generally, d will be used to denote both d and d. The shifting of subscripts by a 
constant insures that the resulting sequence converges sufficiently rapidly to 
represent a real number as defined in [2] and [12]. A subset of a complete 
separable metric space will be called as subspace, regardless of whether or not 
its existence is provable in RCA,,. One subspace of a whose existence is provable 
in RCA0 is the set of constant sequences. When no confusion will result, this set 
will be denoted by A, and each constant sequence will be identified with its value 
in A. 
A basic open set of the completion a is encoded by a pair (a, r) where a E A 
and r E Q’. We will write (a, r) G (6, q) whenever r ~q - d(u, b), indicating that 
the ball (u, r) is contained in the ball (b, q). A point b = (b,: n E N) of a is in the 
ball (a, r) if d(u, b) < r. In general, a code for an open set consists of a sequence 
of basic open sets. Such a sequence may be thought of as a union of basic open 
sets. 
There are a variety of acceptable codes for closed sets, not all of which are 
provably equivalent over RCA0 [l]. In the following material we will mainly be 
concerned with countable closed subsets. Rather than representing such a set as 
the complement of an open set, it is more convenient to view it as a set of points. 
We will say that a countable subset X of a is closed if given any sequence 
(x,: n E N) of elements from X satisfying Vn Vi(d(x,, x,,+~) <2-“), there is an 
x E X such that lim,,, d(x, x,) = 0. 
We will say that a countable subset X of a complete separable metric space a is 
totally bounded if there is a sequence ( (x,,~: i G i,): n E N) of finite sequences of 
points of a such that for all x E X and n E N, there is an i <i, with 
d(x, x,,~) < 2-“. We will say the complete separable metric space a is compact if 
A is totally bounded. As noted in [l], RCA0 proves that the unit interval is 
compact in this sense, while stronger axioms are needed to prove that it is 
Heine-Bore1 compact. 
As an example of the application of the preceding terminology, consider the 
following metrization of a well ordered set. 
2.1 Definition (RC&). Let A be a countable well ordered set. Let (Ui: i E N) 
denote an enumeration of A. The canonical embedding of A (with respect to the 
given enumeration) into (0, 1) is given by 
~(a,) = i[max({O} U {v(u~): i <k A ui < ok}) 
+ min({ l} U { ~(a~): i < k A a, > Us})]. 
The canonical metric on A is given by d,(ui, uk) = [~(a~) - q(u,)l. 
For a well ordering A, RCA0 suffices to prove that v exists and is injective, and 
that dA exists and is a metric on A. Intuitively, the topology generated by this 
metric is the usual order topology. It may seem tempting to simply identify A 
with its image in (0,l). However, RCA,, does not suffice to prove the existence of 
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ran(q). Concerns of this sort become important when the topologies of A and a 
are explored. 
2.2. Theorem (RCA,)). The following are equivalent: 
(i) ACA,,. 
(ii) If A is a well ordered set with the canonical metric, then A is compact. 
Proof. To show that (i) implies (ii), let A be a well ordered set with the 
canonical metric. For n E N, let (x,,;: id i,) denote the increasing sequence 
consisting of all the elements a E A satisfying 3j < 2n+’ (q(a) = j . 2-(“+‘)). ACA,, 
proves the existence of the sequence ( (x,,~: i c i,): n E N), which witnesses that 
A is totally bounded. Thus, a is compact. 
To prove that (ii) implies (i), let f : N -+ N be an injection. It suffices to show 
that ran(f) exists [12]. We will construct a well ordering A such that ran(f) is 
encoded in any sequence witnessing that A is totally bounded. In RCAo, 
construct A from elements of the form n, for all i, n E N, ordered by the following 
rules 
(1) If m < n, then Vi Vj mi < nj- 
(2) no < n, < n2. 
(3) If 2 <j <k, then n,, < nj < nk < n2. 
(4) Forj>2, if 3m<j-2(f(m)=n), thenn,<n,, otherwisenj<n,. 
Naively, the ordering on {ni: i E N} looks like w + 1 if n E ran(f) and like 
o + 2 if n $ ran(f). Enumerate A so that whenever i <j, n, appears before nj. 
Let d denote the canonical metric. 
Suppose that ( (x,,~: i c i,): m E N) witnesses that A is a totally bounded 
subset of A. Fix n E N and choose m so large that 2-” < d(n,, n,)/4. Then 
n E ran(f) if and only if 3 s i,,, (n, <x,,, <nz). Consequently, the range of f 
exists by recursive comprehension. 0 
Intuitively, if A is a well ordered space with a greatest element, then A = A. 
Formally, if A is closed, then RCA0 proves that every element of a is equal to a 
constant sequence. It remains to show that every well ordering with a greatest 
element is closed. 
2.3. Theorem (RCA”). Let A be a well ordered set with a greatest element. Let A 
be the complete separable metric space generated from A using the canonical 
metric. Then A is closed in A. 
Proof. We will work in RC&. Let A and a be as hypothesized. Let (a,,: n E N) 
be a convergent sequence of elements of A. We will prove that there is an 
element a E A such that lim,,, a,, = a. 
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First we will construct an increasing subsequence of (a,: n E N). Let t&(j) 
denote the formula 
3i > j (d(ai, ui) > 2-’ A Vk C i (k >j+- ak > a,)). 
The formula v(j) is equivalent to the formula Vk > j (ak > Uj). To see this, first 
suppose that i E N witnesses that t@(j) holds. If j <k S i, then ak > aj. If k > i, 
then a k C ui implies d(&, Ui) > 2~‘, contradicting convergence. Thus q(j) implies 
Vk > j (& > ai). Now suppose that Vk > j (ak > Uj). RCA,, proves that for some 
112, a, is the least element of {a,: n > j}. Pick i sufficiently large so that 
2~’ < d(+, a,). Then d(Ui, Uj) > 2-’ and Vk s i (k > j+ ak > aj), and ly(j) follows 
immediately. By recursive comprehension, I = {j E N: v(j)} exists. (Ui: i E Z) is 
the desired increasing subsequence of (Ui: i E N). 
Now we will show that (Ui: i E Z) has a least upper bound in A. By way of 
contradiction, suppose no least upper bound exists. Let 0(x) denote the formula 
3 E Z (Ui <X A d(Ui, x) > 2-‘). 
Since (ai: i E Z) converges, e(x) implies Vi (Ui <x). To show that the converse 
holds, suppose that Vi (Ui <x). Since (ai: i E Z) has no least upper bound, there is 
a y E A such that y <X and Vi (Ui < y). Fix i so large that 2-’ < u’(x, y). Then 
ai <X and d(a,, X) > d(x, y) > 2-‘, and (3(x) follows immediately. Thus, Vi (ai < 
x) is equivalent to the 2: formula 6(x). By recursive comprehension, 
{x E A: O(x)} exists. RCA,, proves that this set has a least element, which is a 
least upper bound for (Ui: i E Z) , contradicting our assumption to the contrary. 
Let a denote the least upper bound of (Ui: i E Z). It is now easy to show that 
lim,,N a, = limis,a, = a. Thus, A is closed. Cl 
3. Homeomorphisms 
Working in RCAo, we will define continuous functions on complete separable 
metric spaces in the same fashion as [2]. A (code for a) continuous partial 
function from a to b is a function F: N +A X Q’ X B X Q’ such that whenever 
{m, n} EN, {a, a’} GA, {b, 6’) G B, and {r, r’, s, s’} E W, 
(i) F(m)=(a,r,b,s)~F(n)=(a,r,b’,s’)+d(b,b’)<s+s’, 
(ii) F(m) = ( a,r,b,s)~d(b,b’)+s~s’~3kF(k)=(a,r,b’,s’), and 
(iii) F(m) = (a, r, b, s) A d(a’, a) + r’s r+ 3k F(k) = (a’, r’, b, s). 
Intuitively, F encodes a function f by enumerating pairs of balls (a, r) and (6, s) 
such that f ((a, r)) E (b, s). We say that a point x E a is in the domain off if, for 
every E >O there is an n such that F(n) = (a, r, b, s), s < E, and d(x, a) < r. 
When x E dom(f ), RCA,, proves that there is a unique (up to equality in B) point 
y E B such that F(n) = ( a, r, b, s) and d(x, a) < r imply d(y, b) G s. Such a y is 
denoted by f(x). When f(x) =y, RCA” proves that for every E > 0 there is a 
6 > 0 such that for all x’ E dam(f), if d(x, x’) -=c 6 then d(f (x), f(x’)) < E. The 
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notation f :X+ Y is used to indicate that for all x E X, x E dam(f) and f(x) E Y. 
Here X and Y may represent any subspaces of the spaces on which f is partially 
defined. 
Since the use of partial functions makes discussion of inverses problematic, a 
homeomorphism will consist of a pair of maps, as noted in the following 
definition. 
3.1. Definition (RCA,J. Let X and Y be subspaces of complete separable metric 
spaces. A pair of continuous partial functions (fi, fi) is an embedding of X into 
Y if 
(i) fi:X+ Y, 
(ii) Vx E X (h(x) E dom(f,)), and 
(iii) tlx E Xh(f,(x)) =x. 
If, in addition, fi maps X onto Y, then (f,, f2) is called a homeomorphism. The 
notation X<, Y abbreviates “there is an embedding of X into Y”, and X=, Y 
abbreviates “there is a homeomorphism of X onto Y”. 
In RCA,,, it is possible to prove that whenever (fit f2) embeds X into Y, then 
fi is one-to-one on X. Furthermore, if x, x’ E X and fi(fl(x)) =_&(fi(x’)), then 
x =x’, and so fi(x) =fi(x’). N aively, fi is one-to-one on ran(fi), even though 
ran(f,) may not be a set. When ran(fi) exists, more can be said. Most notably, if 
(fi, f2) witnesses X=, Y, then (f2, fi) witnesses Y =t X. Other elementary 
properties of homeomorphisms are provable in RCA,,, as the following theorem 
demonstrates. 
3.2. Theorem (RCA,). Let W, X, Y, and Z be subspaces of complete separable 
metric spaces such that W zt XG, Y =t Z. Then W st Z. 
Proof. Compositions of continuous maps with appropriately matching ranges 
and domains are continuous [12]. The proof of this theorem is just a 
formalization of the usual arguments. 0 
Returning to the metrization of well ordered sets of the preceding section, the 
following theorem illustrates a connection between order preserving maps of well 
orderings and embeddings of their corresponding metric spaces. It seems likely 
that the following theorem is equivalent to ACA, over RC&,, but no reversal is 
known. 
3.3. Theorem (ACA(,). Let A and B be countable well orderings. Then A cS B 
implies A 6, B. 
Proof. Assume AC&. Let A and B be well orderings and let g :A+ B be an 
order preserving map of A onto an initial segment of B. As a notational 
convenience, let d denote the canonical metrics on both A and B. 
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First we will define a continuous function f : A -_, B . Define H E A x Q’ x B x 
Q+ by 
(a,r,b,s)~H e Va’EA(d(a,a’)<r+d(b,g(a’))<s). 
Let F enumerate the elements of H. Verification that F is a continuous partial 
function code is left to the reader. 
Let fi be the function encoded by F. We will verify that dom(fi) = A and that 
whenever a E A, fi(a) = g(a). It suffices to show that for each a E A and E > 0, 
there is an element (a, r, g(a), s) E H such that s s E. Fix a E A and E E Cl!‘. Let 
S, = {a’ > a: d(g(a), g(a’)) 2 E}. If S, is empty, let rl = 1. Otherwise, let a, be the 
least element of S, and let r, = d(a, al). Whenever a <a’ and d(a, a’) < rl, then 
d(g(a), g(a’)) < E. Let S, = {a’ -=C a: d(g(a), g(a’)) 2 E}. If S, is empty, let r, = 1. 
Otherwise, by Theorem 1.2, S, has a least upper bound, which will be denoted by 
a2. To see that a # a2, suppose that a = a 2. Since g is a bijection between A and 
an initial segment of B, g(a) is the least upper bound of {g(s): s E S,}. Choose m 
so large that 22” < E. Using only RCAo, we can construct a sequence sO, . . . , s, 
in S. as follows. Choose so E S, so that g(sJ occurs after g(a) in the enumeration 
of B used in constructing the canonical metric. If si has been chosen, choose 
s~+~ ES, so that g(s,+l) is the first element of B occurring after si satisfying 
b <g(s,+,) <g(a) for every previously enumerated b <g(a). Since 
d(g(a), g(s(J) < 1 and for all i -=c m, d(g(a), g(s,+J) s 2-l d(g(a), g(Si)), we have 
d(g(a), g(s,)) < 2-” < E, contradicting s, E S,. Thus a2 #a. So if S, is not empty, 
let r2 = d(a2, a). Whenever a’ <a and d(a, a’) <r,, then d(g(a), g(a’)) < E. Let 
r = min(r,, r2). Then (a, r, g(a), E) E H, as desired. 
The preceding construction can be repeated with A replaced by ran(g), B 
replaced by A and g replaced by g-l. The resulting continuous function, fi, is 
defined at fi(a) for each a E A, and &(fi(a)) = g-‘(g(a)) = a. Thus, the embed- 
ding (fi, f2) witnesses that A st B. q 
4. Topological comparability 
In this section we will prove in ATR, that any two countable closed totally 
bounded subsets of complete separable metric spaces are topologically com- 
parable. To some extent, this is a formalization of the proof of Mahlo’s theorem 
given by Mazurkiewicz and Sierpinski in [9]. However, certain modifications must 
be made to carry out the proof in ATR,. The proof hinges on the construction of 
characteristic systems of the sort defined below. 
4.1. Definition (RCA,). Let X be a countable subset of a complete separable 
metric space. A partial characteristic system for X consists of a countable linear 
ordering A and a partial surjection f from X onto A such that for all x E dam(f) 
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and a E A, f(x) = a implies 
(i) 3c>OVy~X(O<d(x,y)<c + (yEdom(f)Af(y)<a)), and 
(ii) Vb<aVc>O3yEdom(f)(O<d(x,y)<cr\f(y)>b). 
When dam(f) =X, we say that (A, f) . 1s a characteristic system for X. 
Intuitively, a characteristic system enumerates the points ejected at each level 
in the usual derived sequence. The function f included in the characteristic 
system is an artifact of the encoding process. We will now prove an important 
property of characteristic systems. 
4.2. Lemma (ACAJ. Let X be a closed countable subset of a complete separable 
metric space. Let (A, f ) be a partial characteristic system for X. Then A is a well 
ordering. 
Proof. Let X, A, and f be as above. By definition, A is a linear ordering. It 
suffices to show that A contains no infinite descending sequence. By way of 
contradiction, suppose (a,: i E N) is a descending sequence of elements from A. 
Using ACA,, we will construct a nested series of open balls, denoted by 
((xi, E,): i E N), such that for all i E N, ai+, s f (xi+,) <f (xi) and Ei ~2~‘. Since f 
is surjective, we can choose x0 E X so that f (x0) = a,. By property (i) of Definition 
4.1, there is an co > 0 such that co < 1 and 
Vy E X (0 < d(x,, Y) < co + (Y l dam(f) Af (y) <f (x4)). 
Suppose E, and n, have been chosen so that a,, S f (x,), E, < 2-“, and 
Vy~X(0<d(-~,y)<c, + (Y E dam(f) Af (y) <f (xx))). 
By property (ii) of Definition 4.1, we may choose x,+, so that 0 < d(x,, x,,,) < 
2T’s, and f (x,+,) 2 a,,,. By the choice of E,, f(x,+,) <f(xn), and so a,,, G 
f(xn+,)<f(xn). By property (i) of Definition 4.1, we may choose E,+, <2-l&,, so 
that 
VY EX(O<~~,+~~Y)<%+~ + (Y l dom(f) Af(y)<f(x,+,))). 
By the choices of x,+, and &,+r, E,+, <2-(“+‘), and (x,+,, E,+,) s (x,, E,) as 
desired. 
Note that for all i and n, d(x,, x,+,) < E, < 2~“. Since X is closed, (xi: i E N) 
converges to a point n of X. Furthermore, x E (x0, Q,), so x E dam(f). Let 
f(x) = a. For each i E N, d(x, xi) < Ed, so a = f (x) G f(x,). By property (i) of 
Definition 4.1, there is an E > 0 such that 0 < d(x, y) < E implies f(y) <a. Thus 
for every i, d(x;, x) 2 E, contradicting the fact that (xi: i E N) converges to x. 
With this contradiction, we have shown that A has no infinite descending 
sequences. 0 
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In proving that every countable closed compact set of reals has a characteristic 
system, Mazurkiewicz and Sierpinski [9] use transfinite recursion up to or. This 
argument cannot be formalized in second order arithmetic. We will substitute an 
argument based on a theorem of classical descriptive set theory which states that 
the formula WO(X) is not equivalent to any Et formula. Theorem 1.9 in 
Chapter 5 of Simpson’s book [12] states that for any 2: formula q(X), ACAo 
proves +A (v(A) e WO(A)). F rom this, it is easy to prove the following 
bounding lemma, which also appears in Simpson’s book. 
4.3. Lemma (AT&). Let v(A) be a 2’; formula such that VA (v(A)+ WO(A)). 
Then 
3B (WO(B) A VA (q(A)-+ A cS B)). 
Proof. Assume AT&. Suppose that W(A) is a 2: formula which implies 
WO(A). Consider the formula B(A) defined by 
8(A) G 3C (A + C A v(C)). 
The formula 8(A) is E:, so by ACA”, -VA (B(A) e WO(A)). Since 8(A) 
implies WO(A), there is a well ordering B such that 10(B). For any A, if I&(A) 
holds, then B +,A. By Theorem 1.1, A cS B. 0 
Using the preceding lemma, we can prove that an appropriate class of sets have 
characteristic systems. 
4.4. Lemma (AT&). Every countable closed subset of a complete separable 
metric space has a characteristic system. 
Proof. Let X be a countable closed subset of a complete separable metric space. 
We will use arithmetical transfinite recursion to construct a characteristic system 
for X. The proof proceeds in three steps. First we will find a bound on the size of 
the well ordering in the characteristic system. Next, the actual construction is 
carried out. Finally, we will verify that the constructed object is indeed a 
characteristic system for X. 
The bound on the well ordering is found using Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. Let v(A) 
be the _Z’: formula stating that A is a linear ordering and for some function 
f, (A, f) is a partial characteristic system for X. Suppose f witnesses q(A). Then 
Lemma 4.2 asserts that A is a well ordering. Thus VA (v(A)--, WO(A)). By 
Lemma 4.3, there is a well ordering B such that VA (q(A)*A cS B). B is the 
desired bound. 
The next step is to construct the characteristic system for X. Let e(n, Y’) be 
the arithmetical formula stating that n E X, Vi <j (n, i) $ Y’, and 
3c>OVyEX(O<d(n,y)<.s + S<j(y,i)EYj). 
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By the arithmetical transfinite recursion scheme, there is a set Y such that 
H,(B, Y). The characteristic system for X can be decoded from Y as follows. Let 
A = {i E B: 3n (n, i) E Y}. Define f:X +A by setting f(n) = i if and only if 
(n, i) E Y. By the choices of 8 and A, f is clearly a partial surjection from X to A. 
The remainder of the proof verifies that (A, f) is a characteristic system for X. 
First, we will verify that for all x E dam(f), properties (i) and (ii) of Definition 
4.1 hold. Note that (y, i) E Y” implies y E dam(f) and f(y) = i < a. Thus f(x) = a 
implies 
3s >O Vy E X (0 < d(x, y) < E -+ (y E dam(f) of < a)), 
verifying property (i). By way of contradiction, suppose property (ii) fails. We 
may choose x E X, b <a, and E > 0 so that f(x) = a, and Vy E X (0 < d(x, y) < 
e + f(y)<b). Since f(x) = a, b<a and YbsYa, Vi<b (x,i)$Yb. 
Furthermore, for all y E X, if f(y) < b, then 3 < b (y, i) E Yb. Thus 
Vy~X(O<d(x,y)<&+ 3i<b(y,i)EYb). 
But then f(x) = b, contradicting the fact that f(x) = a > b. Summarizing, we have 
shown that (A, f) is a partial characteristic system for X. 
To complete the proof, we need to show that dam(f) =X. By way of 
contradiction, suppose that dam(f) # X. If (xi: i E I+J) is a convergent sequence of 
points in X - dam(f), then it must have a limit in X, since X is closed. Every 
element of dam(f) is contained in an open neighborhood of X contained in 
dam(f). Thus the limit of (xi: i E N) is in X - dom (f). This shows that 
X - dam(f) is closed, and may be viewed as a complete separable metric space. 
Since X - dam(f) is countable, RCA,, proves that it must contain isolated points 
[12]. Thus, the proof will be complete if we contradict the existence of isolated 
points in X - dam(f). 
We now claim that A is a proper initial segment of B. Since (A, f) is a partial 
characteristic system for X, A Cs B. Thus it suffices to show that A is an initial 
segment of B. Suppose the contrary, letting j be the least element of B - A and k 
the least element of A greater than j. Then for some x E X, f(x) = k. Since 
Yj = Yk, Vi <j (x, i) $ Yj and 
Bc>OVyEX(O<d(x,y)<.s + Ii<j(y,i)EYj). 
Thus f(x) = j, contradicting f(x) = k > j. 
Since A is a proper initial segment of B, we can let j be the least element of 
B -A. Let x E X - dam(f). Note that x E X and Vi <j (x, i) $ Yj. Since x $ 
dam(f), we must have 
VE>OByeX(O<d(x,y)<.sAVi<j(y,i)$Yj). 
But Vi <j (y, i) 4 Yj implies y E X - dam(f), so every x E X - dam(f) is a limit 
point of X = dam(f), contradicting the existence of isolated points in X - 
dam(f). Thus, we have that dam(f) = X, completing the proof. Cl 
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The next step in proving topological comparability is embedding metric spaces 
into well ordered spaces. Characteristic systems are used to decompose spaces so 
that embeddings can be constructed. The function g of the following lemma 
induces the desired decomposition by providing a descending sequence of radii 
for balls centered at each point in X. 
4.5. Lemma (ACA,). Let X be a countable closed totally bounded subset of a 
complete separable metric space. Let (A, f ) b e a characteristic system for X. Then 
there is a function g :X x N + Q’ such that for every x E X, 
(9 g(x, 0) < 2-“, 
(ii) Vy E X (0 < d(x, Y) < 2 g(x) 0) -+ f(y) <f (x)1, 
(iii) Vn E N g(x, n + 1) G 2-‘g(x, n), and 
(iv) Vn E N Vy E X (d(x, y) # g(x, n)). 
Proof. Let X, A, and f be as hypothesized. First we will show that rationals 
satisfying condition (iv) are relatively common. Fix x E X and let 0 < b, < b, be 
rationals. We claim that there is a 4 E Q+ such that b,, c q c b, and Vy E 
X (d(x, y) # q). By way of contradiction, suppose no such q exists. Let r be a real 
such that b, c r s b,. The closed interval [b,,, b,] contains a sequence of rationals 
(4;: i E N) which converges to r. By our assumption, we can construct a sequence 
of elements of X, (xi: i E N) such that for all i E N, d(x, Xi) = qi. Since X is closed 
and totally bounded, ACAo proves that some subsequence (xi,: j E N) converges 
to a point x’ of X [3]. By the definition of the metric, 
d(x, x’) = lim d(x, xi,) = lim qi, = r. 
jeN jeN 
Thus for any real r in [b,, b,], there is an element x’ of X such that d(x, x’) = r. 
Since X is countable, so is [b,,, b,], contradicting the fact (provable in RCAJ that 
[b,, b,] is uncountable. We have shown that a rational satisfying condition (iv) 
can be found in any closed interval. 
We will now construct one ‘slice’ of g. Fix an enumeration of Q. Fix x E X. Let 
q be the first rational appearing in the enumeration of Q satisfying both q < 2-” 
and VyEX(O<d(x, y)<q + f(x) <f(y)). By property (i) of Definition 4.1, 
such a rational exists. Let g(x, 0) be the first rational in the enumeration such 
that 2-*q s g(x, 0) G 2-‘q and Vy E X (d(x, y) # g(x, 0)). Suppose that g(x, n) 
has been chosen. Let g(x, n + 1) be the first rational in the enumeration such that 
2-*g(x, n) Sg(x, n + 1) G 2-‘g(x, n) and Vy E X (d(x, y) #g(x, n + 1)). The se- 
quence (g(x, n): n E N) is uniformly arithmetically definable in x, X, A, and f, 
and satisfies all four conditions. Thus XCA, proves the existence of the desired 
function g. q 
The decomposition provided by the preceding lemma allows us to embed 
metric spaces into well ordered spaces. Each point lies in a finite number of the 
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neighbourhoods defined by the decomposition. The list of these neighborhoods 
can be used to construct a unique address for each point. The addresses have a 
natural well ordering. Furthermore, the map identifying each point with its 
address is continuous. The construction of such an embedding is detailed in the 
proof of the following lemma. The lemma is very similar to a theorem of Mahlo 
[71. 
4.6. Lemma (AT&). Every countable closed totally bounded subset of a 
complete separable metric space is homeomorphic to the canonical metric space of 
some well ordered set. 
Proof. Assume ATR,. Let X be a countable closed totally bounded subset of a 
complete separable metric space. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
every element of N occurs as a code for an element of X. By Lemma 4.4, there is 
a characteristic system (A, f) for X. Furthermore, there is a function g :X x 
IV+ Q’ satisfying the properties listed in Lemma 4.5. We will use A, f, and g to 
construct the desired well ordered space. 
Let Y = A x X x N be ordered lexicographically. Here we use the well 
ordering for A on the first component and, viewing X as N, use the standard 
ordering on N for the second and third components. Using RCA,,, one can easily 
show that this is a well ordering on Y. Let 2’ denote the set of finite descending 
sequences of elements of Y. RCA,, suffices to prove the existence of 2’. ACA,, 
can prove that 2’ is well ordered by the lexicographical ordering. The desired 
well ordered space will be a subset of 2y. 
We want to assign an element of 2y to each element of X. Fix x E X and define 
S, by 
S, = {(f(r), Y, n + 1) e Y: g(y, n + l)<d(~ Y)<~(Y, a)>- 
Suppose (f(y), Y, n + 1) l &. Then O<g(y, n + l)<d(x, Y) <g(y, n)sg(y, O), 
so by property (ii) of Lemma 4.5, f(y) >f(x). By property (i) of Lemma 4.5, 
0 < d(x, y) < 2-y. Since f comes from a characteristic system, 
3.~ > 0 (0 < d(x, Y) < c + f(y) <f(x)). 
Thus, there are only finitely many elements in S,. Furthermore, no two elements 
of S, have the same leading coefficient. To see this, suppose that (f(y), y, n) 
and (f(z), z, m) are elements of S, such that f(y) = f(z). Without loss of 
generality, suppose g(y, 0) >g(z, 0). Then 
d(y, z) s d(x, z) + d(x, Y) < g(z, 0) + g(y, 0) s 2g(y, 0). 
Since d(y, z) < 2g(y, 0) and f(y) =f (z), we have d(y, z) = 0, by property (ii) of 
Lemma 4.5. Since y = z, m = n by property (iii) of Lemma 4.5. Thus 
(f(y), y, n > = (f(z), z, m > as desired. 
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By the preceding argument, we may view S, as a finite descending sequence of 
elements from Y. Define e :X+ 2y by setting e(x) = S,“cf(x), x + 1, 0). Since 
f(x) is less than the leading coefficient of any element of S,, e(x) E 2y. Note that 
this holds even if S, is empty. If e(x) = e(y), then (f(x), x + 1, 0) = (f(y), y + 
1, 0), so x =y, proving that e is an injection. Let W = ran(e). Then e is a 
bijection between X and W. W inherits well ordering from 2y, and may be viewed 
as a metric space with its canonical metric. We will show that Xc-, W. 
A homeomorphism between X and W can be constructed from e as follows. 
Let H1 be a function enumerating the set 
{(x, q, w, q’) E x x cl+ x w x cl+: vy E x (d(x, y) < q 
-+ d(w, e(y)) < 4’)). 
Since e is a bijection, e-l is well defined, so we may let Hz be a function 
enumerating 
{(w,q,x,q’)EWXQ+XXXQ+:vyEW(d(w,y)<q 
-+ 4x, e-‘(y)) < 4’)). 
Verification that Hi and Hz are codes for partial continuous functions is 
straightforward. Let h, and h2 be the functions encoded by Hi and Hz. We will 
show that ( hl, h2) is a homeomorphism of X onto W. 
First we will show that dom(h,) =X and Vx E Xh,(x) = e(x). Fix x E X. It 
suffices to show that for every rational E > 0 we can find q E CP’ and n E N such 
that H,(n) = (x, q, e(x), E). Note that e(x) is a finite sequence of the form 
e(x) = ( (f(YlJ)J Yo, no + I>, . . . f (f(yk)? Yk? nk + l>? (f@)? x + l, 0) > 
= &-(f(x), x + 1, 0). 
W is a subset of 2’, and e(x) is the least upper bound in 2’ for the sequence of 
elements of the form Sx-(f( x , x, m) where m ranges over N. Thus, we can fix m ) 
so large that for all w E W, S,“(f(x), x, m) < w s e(x) implies that d(w, e(x)) < 
E. Choose q E Q’ so small that 
(i) 4 < g(x, m), 
(ii) Vi < k (q < d(x, yi) - g(y,, ni + l)), 
(iii) Vi s k (q < g(yi, ni) - d(x, y;)), and 
(iv) VY E X ([f(x) <f(Y) A d(x, Y) >g(Y, 0) A g(Y, 0) >g(x, 011 
+ 9 <4x9 Y) - g(y, 0)). 
Note that for each i c k, (f(yi), yi, ni + 1) ES, implies that g(y;, ni + 1) < 
d(x, yi) <g(yi, n,), so conditions (ii) and (iii) are satisfied by some q1 E Q’. 
Furthermore, Lemma 4.5 insures that g(y, 0) < 2-y, so there are only finitely many 
y E X such that g(y, 0) > g(x, 0). Thus, there is a q2 E Q’ satisfying condition (iv). 
Taking the minimum of q,, q2, and 22’ g(x, m) yields a positive rational, q, 
satisfying all four conditions. We will show that for such a q, (x, q, e(x), E) E 
ran(H,). 
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Suppose 0 < d(x, x’) < q. Much of the structure of e(x’) is determined by the 
proximity of x’ to x. For example, using condition (iii) from above, for each i 6 k 
we have 
d(x’7 Yi) c d(x, x’) + d(x, Yi) < 4 + d(x, Yi) 
< MYi 4) - 4% Yi)) + 0, Yi) = S(Yi> 4. 
Applying condition (ii), for each i s k we have 
d(x’, Yi) 3 d(x, Yi) - 4 > d(x9 Yi) - (d(x9 Yi) - g(Yi7 Iti + l)) = g(Yi, ni + l). 
Combining these two facts, we have that for each i s k, g(yi, ni) > d(x’, yi) > 
g(yj, ni + l), and so (f(Yi), yj, ni + 1) ES,,. Thus, S, G S,,. Furthermore, S,. 
consists of S, followed by terms with first components less than or equal to f(x). 
To see this, suppose by way of contradiction that (f(y), y, n) E S,,, f(y) >f(x), 
and (f(y), y, n ) $ S,. Since S, c S,. and & contains at most one element with 
leading coefficient f(y), for every j E N we have (f(y), y, j) 4 S,. By the 
definition of S,, this yields d(x, y) >g(y, 0). If g(y, 0) sg(x, 0), then by 
condition (i) on q, 
d(x, y) =s d(x, x’) + @‘, Y) <g(x, m) + d(x’, Y) 
< g(x, 0) + g(y, 0) =s 2&G 0)) 
contradicting clause (ii) of Lemma 4.5. Thus, we must have g(y, 0) >g(x, 0). 
Applying condition (iv) on q yields 
d(x, y) s d(x, x’) + d(x’, Y) < 4 + g(y, 0) 
< (d(x, Y) -g(Y) 0)) + g(y, 0) = d(x, Y)7 
another contradiction. Thus S,. consists of S, followed by small terms. Since 
d(x, x’) < q < g(x, m), there is some j > 112 such that (f(x), x, j) E S,.. Summariz- 
ing, for some o E 2y, e(x’) = &-(f(x), x, j)^o. Thus, whenever d(x, x’) < q, 
S,-(f(x), x, m > < 4x’) c e(x), 
so by the choice of m, d(e(x’), e(x)) < E. By the definition of Hi, 
(x, q, e(x), E) E ran(H,). This completes the proof that dom(h,) = X and that for 
all x E X, h,(x) = e(x). 
The proof that dom(h,) = W and VW E W/z(w) = e-‘(w) is comparatively easy. 
It suffices to show that for every w E W and E E Q’, there is an n E N and a 
q E Q+ such that H,(n) = (w, q, e-‘(w), E). Fix w E W and E E Q’. W is the 
range of e, so for some x e X, 
w = e(x) = Sx-(f(x), x + 1, 0). 
Pick m so large that g(x, m) < E. Pick q so small that for every w’ E W, 
d(w, w’) < q+S,^(f(x), x, m + 1) < W’S w. 
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Then d(w, w’) < q implies d(e-i(w), x) <g(x, m) < E. By the definition of Hz, 
(w, 4, e-‘(w), s> E ran(&). 
Summarizing, we have shown that dom(hJ =X, dom(h,) = W, Vx E 
X (h,(x) = e(x)) and V w E W (h2(w) = e-‘(w)). Thus h, is a bijection between X 
and W, ran(h,)~dom(h,), and Vx l Xh,(h,(x)) =x. So (h,, h2) is a home- 
omorphism of X onto the canonical metric space of the well ordered set W. 0 
Now that we can identify closed totally bounded sets with well ordered spaces, 
it is an easy step to prove the topological comparability result. 
4.7. Theorem (AT&). If X and Y are countable closed totally bounded subsets 
of complete separable metric spaces, then XC, Y or Y ct X. 
Proof. Assume AT& and let X and Y satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem. By 
Lemma 4.6, there are well ordered sets A and B with canonical metrics such that 
X=t A and Y =t B. Since ATRo proves strong comparability of well orderings, 
either A + B or B c,A. By Theorem 3.3, A 6, B or B $A. By Theorem 3.2, 
X<, Y or YG,X. q 
We have completed half of the proof of the main result. The next step is to 
show that ATR, is the weakest subsystem in which Theorem 4.7 can be proved. 
5. The reversal 
The goal of this section is to show in RCA,, that the statement from Theroem 
4.7 implies ATR,,. As a notational convenience, let TC denote the statement 
from Theorem 4.7. First, we will show that TC implies ACAo. This will allow us 
to use the considerable power of arithmetical comprehension in the remainder of 
the proof. 
5.1. Lemma (RCAJ. TC implies AC&. 
Proof. Assume RCA0 and lACA,,. We will construct a pair of closed totally 
bounded countable subsets of [w which are topologically incomparable. Both 
constructions make use of the following sequence of reals. Let q(0) = 0 and 
q(i + 1) = 2-‘(l + q(i)) for i > 0. RCA,, proves that both q and ran(q) exist. 
The first subset, denoted by T, is defined by 
T = {q(i) + q(j) . 2-(‘+‘): i, j E N} U (1). 
T is countable. Since T c [0, 11, T is totally bounded. Since q(0) = 0, q(i) E T for 
all i E N. The inclusion of 1 insures that RCA0 proves that T is closed. Intuitively, 
T looks like an embedding of w2 + 1 into [0, 11. 
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The second set is constructed from an injection, f : N+ N, such that ran(f) 
does not exist. By the assumption of lACAo, such an injection exists [12]. For 
all n E N, define r(n) by r(n) = CiGn 2-(f(“)‘1J. RCA0 proves that r and ran(r) 
exist, and that for all n E N, 0 < r(n) < 1. The set S is defined by 
S = {b + q(i) + r(j) .2-(‘+‘): i, j E N A b E (0, 1)) U {1,2}. 
S is countable. Since S G [0, 21, S is totally bounded. To see that S is closed, we 
imitate the proof in [12] that (r(n): II E N) contains no convergent subsequence. 
Suppose by way of contradiction that (si: i E N) is a sequence of elements of S 
converging to c E R - S. Suppose that c < 1. Then for some i E N, q(i) < c s 
q(i + 1). Note that for all k, 
3j (f(j) = k) * Vn (Is, - c] < 2-@+‘). 2-(‘+‘) ---, 3j G n (f(j = k)). 
By RCAo, ran(f) exists, contradicting our earlier assumption. When c > 1, a 
similar argument yields a contradiction. Thus, s is closed. 
Since the construction of S relies on lACAo, the structure of S is somewhat 
counterintuitive. The sequence (r(n): n E F+J) is an increasing bounded sequence 
of reals in (0,l) with no limit. S is constructed by stacking two copies of the set 
obtained by embedding the sequence (r(n): n E N) into the interval [q(i), q(i + 
l)] for each i, and adding the limit points at 1 and 2. Consequently, the only limit 
points of S and 1 and 2. All other points are isolated. 
It remains to show that S and Tare topologically incomparable. As a notational 
convenience, let hl be a partial continuous function from S to T and let h2 be a 
partial continuous function from T to S. We will show that neither (h,, h,) nor 
(h2, h,) defines an embedding. 
Suppose first that (h2, h,) IS an embedding of T into S. Fix i > 0. Since 
dom(h,) = T, there is an s E S such that h,(q(i)) = s. Suppose s $ { 1, 2). Then for 
some j and k, s = b + q(j) + r(k) .2-(j+‘). Let 
E = (min{r(k) - r(k - l), r(k + 1) - r(k)}) .2-(j+‘). 
(If k = 0, replace r(k) - r(k - 1) by r(k).) Then t/s’ E S (Is -s’] < E + s = s’). 
Since h2 is continuous, for some 6 > 0, 
Vt E T (It - q(i)1 < 6 + f(t) = s). 
Pick j so large that 1 -q(j) < 6. Then t = q(i - 1) + q(j) * 2~’ E T and O< It - 
q(i)1 < 6. But then h2(t) = h&), contradicting the assumption that h2 is injective. 
Thus, for any i > 0, h2(q(i)) E (1, 2). But this also contradicts the assumption 
that h2 is injective. Thus, ( hl, h2) does not witness Ts, S. 
Now suppose that (h,, h2) is an embedding of S into T. Since dom(h,) = S, 
there is a t E T such that h,(l) = t. By an argument similar to the preceding 
paragraph, assuming that t is an isolated point in T yields a contradiction. Thus 
either h,(l) = 1, or h,(l) = q(i) f or some i > 0. Suppose that h,(l) = q(i) for some 
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i > 0. Then we can choose 6 > 0 so that for any s E S, 
11 - SI < 6 + I/Z,(s) - q(i)1 <2-u+*). 
Pick i so large that 1 - q(j) < 6. Pick E’ so that 0 < E’ < 1 - q(j + 1). Since 
(hi, h2) is a homeomorphism, h,(q(i)) = h2(h,(1)) = 1. Thus, for some 6’ >O, 
for any t E dom(h,), 
It - q(i)1 < 6’ + lh2(t) - II < E’. 
Fix s ES such that E’ < Is - 11 < 6. Suppose that I/z,(s) - q(i)1 < 6’. Then 
1h2&6)) - 11 < E’. That is, Is - 11 <E’, contradicting our choice of s. Thus, 
whenever E’ < Is - 11 < 6, 6’ G Ih,(s) - q(i)1 < 2--(i+2). By the construction of T, 
there are only finitely many points t such that 6’ G It - q(i)1 < 2--(‘+*). However, 
the set of s in S such that E’ < Is - 11~ 6 includes countably many points. Thus, if 
h,(l) = q(i) for some i, then h1 is not injective, contradicting our assumption. 
Summarizing, we must have that h,(l) = 1. This argument can be repeated to 
show that h,(2) = 1 also, contradicting the assumption that h1 is injective. So 
(hi, h2) does not witness S st T, and the proof is complete. 0 
To show that TC implies AT&, it suffices to show that TC implies the weak 
comparability of well ordered sets. The following lemma indicates how order 
preserving injections between well orderings can be distilled from certain 
topological embeddings. 
5.2. Lemma (ACAo). Suppose that X (respectively Y) is a countable subset of a 
complete separable metric space. Suppose that (A, f) (respectively (B, g)) is a 
characteristic system for X (respectively Y). If XC, Y, then A sW B. 
Proof. Let X, Y, (A, f), and (B, g) be as in the lemma. Let (h,, h2) be an 
embedding of X into Y. Define s : A + B by setting 
s(a) = min{g(h,(x)): x E X A f (x) = a}. 
AC& proves that s is a well defined function with domain A. It suffices to show 
that s is order preserving. 
ACA,, proves the arithmetical transfinite induction scheme [12]. That is, if r/.~ is
an arithmetical formula and 
Va2 E A (Vai e A (a1 <a2 + W(%)) + W(4), 
then we may conclude that Va E A v(a). Let q(a) be the arithmetical formula 
stating that 
Va,EA(aI<a +- 3x,~X[f(x1)=a,~Vx2~X(f(x2)=a 
+ g(hd-4) <dh&d))l). 
Thus q(a) implies that whenever a, < a, we have s(al) <s(a). 
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To apply arithmetical transfinite induction to $J, fix a2 E A, and assume the 
induction hypothesis, Va, E A (aI < a2 + +(uJ). We will show that q(a2). If u2 
is the least element of A, then I/J(u~) holds vacuously. Suppose that u2 is not least, 
and fix a, < u2. Since {g(h,(x)): f(x) = a,} . IS a non-empty subset of B, it has a 
least element, which we will denote by 6. Choose x1 E X such that g(h,(x,)) = b. 
Fix x2 E X such that f(xJ = u2. Since (B, g) is a characteristic system for Y, we 
can choose E > 0 such that 
VY E y MY9 MX2)) < E - g(Y) <g(hi(%))l. 
h, is a homeomorphism, so for some 6 > 0 we have that 
Vx E x [d(x, x2) < 6 + d@,(x), W2)) < El. 
Since (A, f ) is a characteristic system, there is an element x3 such that 
O<d(X3,X2)<6 and a1 <f(G) < a2- Since d(+, x2) < 6, we have 
~@l(%), h(X2)) <E, and so g(h,(x3))<g(hl(x2)). Now, if ul=f(x3), then by 
the choice of b, g(h,(x,)) = b ~g(h,(x~)). If a, <f(xJ, by the induction 
hypothesis we have g(h,(x,)) <g(hl(x3)). I n either case, using the fact that 
Ah(X3)) <dW2)), we obtain g(h,(x,)) <g(hl(x2)). Thus #~(a~). By arithmeti- 
cal transfinite induction, we may conclude that Vu I/J(U), and so s is order 
preserving. [7 
In light of the preceding lemma, we need only construct sets with specified 
characteristic systems. This is done as follows. 
5.3. Lemma (ACAJ. Let A be u well ordering. There is a countable closed 
totally bounded subset X of a complete separable metric space and a function f 
such that (A + 1, f) . 1s a characteristic system for X. 
Proof. Assume AC& and let A be a well ordering. Order A x N 
lexicographically, using the ordering on A in the first component and the usual 
ordering on N in the second component. Let 2AxN denote the set of finite 
descending sequences of elements of A x N. ACA,, proves that 2Axrm exists and is 
well ordered by the lexicographical ordering. Let X = 2AxN + 1 and let X denote 
the completion of X under the canonical metric. X is a countable subset of X. By 
Theorem 2.2, X is totally bounded. By Theorem 2.3, X is closed. 
Define f : 2Axrm +A as follows. Let CT = ( (uo, no), . . . , (uknk) ) be a typical 
element of 2AxN. Set f(o) = uk. Let px denote the largest element of X and pA 
denote the largest element of A + 1. Extend f to a map from X into A + 1 by 
setting f (px) = pA. Note that f is a total surjection from X onto A + 1. To show 
that (A + 1, f) is a characteristic system for X we need only verify conditions (i) 
and (ii) of Definition 4.1. 
To verify condition (i) of Definition 4.1, suppose x E X, a E A, and f (x) = a. If 
x=px, then whenever yeX and y#x, f(y)EA, and so f(y)<pLA=f(x). 
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Suppose x # y,. Then x iS Of the form ( (a,,, &), . . . , (ak, nk)) and f(x) = &. 
Suppose first that ak is the least element of A. If nk = 0, then no element of X lies 
between ((a,, n,), . . . , (ak-_l, nk-l) ) and x. If nk # 0, then no element of X 
lies between 
((% %>?. . . , t”k--lj nk-l>j t”kt nk-l>> 
and x. In either case, by the construction of the canonical metric, there is an E > 0 
such that Vy E X (d(x, y) < E -x = y). Condition (i) follows vacuously. Now 
suppose that ak is not the least element of A. If nk > 0, then by the construction 
of the canonical metric, there is an E > 0 such that for all y E X, if 0 < d(x, y) < E 
then y is a proper extension of 
((a,, %), . . . , (“k--lr nk--l)? t”kj nk - l> >, 
For such a y, f(y) < &, so condition (i) is satisfied. Finally suppose that nk = 0. 
Pick b E A such that b < &. If y is an element of X lying between x and 
((a@ no), . . . , t”k--lj nk-l>, fbj 0)) 
then f(y) < &. Thus, for some E > 0, 0 < d(x, y) < & implies f(y) <f(x) = &, 
satisfying condition (i). 
To verify condition (ii) of Definition 4.1, suppose that x E X is of the form 
x = ((a,, Ito), . . . , (&, t’tk)). Then f(x) = ‘&. Fix b <ok and E > 0. Suppose first 
that there is a largest element c E A such that b s c < uk. Then the sequence of 
elements of the form 
((% no), . . . , (%-I~ nk-l), tcj n>> 
for n E N converges to x in the canonical metric of X. Thus, for some element y of 
the sequence, 0 < d(x, y) < E. Furthermore, f(y) = c 2 b, satisfying condition 
(ii). Now suppose that there is no largest element above b and strictly less than a. 
Then there is an increasing sequence (c,: n E N) of elements of A which are 
cofinal in the ordering on the elements between b and a. Thus for some n, there 
is a y E X of the form 
((ao, no>, . . . > (ak-1, nk-l>, tcnp O> > 
such that d(x, y) < E. Since b <f(y) = c, < ak =f(x), condition (ii) is satisfied. 
Note that similar arguments verify condition (ii) in the case that x = Pi. 
Summarizing, (A + 1, f ) is a characteristic system of X, as desired. Cl 
Now we have assembled the machinery necessary for the reversal of Theorem 
4.7. 
5.4. Theorem (RCAJ. TC implies AT&. 
Proof. Assume RCA0 and TC. Let A and B be well orderings. By Theorem 1.1 
it suffices to show that A s,,, B or B SW A. By Lemma 5.1, we may use AC&. By 
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Lemma 5.3, we can construct X, Y,f, and g so that X (respectively Y) is a 
countable closed totally bounded subset of a complete separable metric space 
with characteristic system (A + 1, f) (respectively (B + 1, g)). By TC, Xa, Y or 
Y st X. Suppose that Xc, Y. By Lemma 5.2, A + 1 sw B + 1, and so A sW B. 
Similarly, if Y st X then B cW A. Thus A sW B or B 6, A, as desired. 0 
Combining the statements of Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 5.4 yields the main 
result. 
5.5. Corollary (RCA()). The following are equivalent: 
(i) AT&. 
(ii) (TC) If X and Y are countable closed totally bounded subsets of complete 
separable metric spaces, then X=$ Y or Y st X. 
6. Variations 
In this section we will extract additional information concerning embeddings 
and characteristic systems. The more detailed analysis provided by the next four 
lemmas is used in the proof of Theorem 6.5, which sharpens the main result for 
subsets of the reals. 
Much of the following material makes use of maximal elements of well 
orderings. Whenever a well ordering A has a largest element, we will denote it 
by PA. 
6.1. Lemma (ACA”). Let X be a countable closed totally bounded subset of a 
complete separable metric space. Let (A, f ) b e a characteristic system for X. Then 
A has a largest element, PA, and {x E X: f(x) = PA} is finite. 
Proof. Assume ACAo and let X, A and f be as stated. Suppose, by way of 
contradiction, that A has no largest element. Then RCA,, proves the existence of 
a sequence (xi: i E N) of points in X such that the sequence (f (xi): i E N) is 
increasing and unbounded in A. Since X is closed and totally bounded, ACAo 
proves that some subsequence of (xi: i E N) converges to a point x E X. By 
condition (ii) of Definition 4.1, for each i E N, f(x) > f (xi), contradicting the 
claim that (f (xi): i E N) is unbounded in A. Thus A must have a largest element, 
which will be denoted by PA. 
If S = {x E X: f (x) = pA} is countably infinite, the ACA,, proves the existence 
of a subsequence of S, (xi: i E N), converging to a point x E X. By property (i) of 
Definition 4.1, for all large i, f(x) > f (Xi) = pA, contradicting the choice of ~1~. 
Thus {x E X: f (x) = pA} is finite. 0 
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In light of Lemma 6.1, we will now denote a characteristic system for X by the 
triple (A, n,f), where n is the cardinality of {x E X: f(x) = Pi}. If A and B are 
well orderings and 112, IZ E N, we will write (B, n) < (A, m) if B <,A or both 
B =S A and n < m. This notation is useful in the construction of closed subsets 
with specific characteristic systems. 
6.2. Lemma (ACA,,). Let X be a countable closed totally bounded subset of a 
complete separable metric space. Let (A, m, f) be a characteristic system for X. 
For any (B, n) < (A, m) such that B has a largest element, and for any x E X, 
there is a closed subset C of X with characteristic system (A’, m’, f Ic) such that 
x $ C and (B, n) S (A’, m’). Furthermore, if f(x) < PA, then C may be chosen 
with characteristic system (A, m, f Ic). 
Proof. Assume AC& and let X, A, m, and f be as stated. Fix (B, n) < (A, m) 
such that B has a largest element, Pi. Fix x E X. We will consider two cases. 
First suppose that B <,A. Then we may identify B with a proper initial 
segment of A. Since ~1~ + 1 E ran(f), it is easy to show that there are infinitely 
many points y E X such that f (y) = pg. By applying Lemma 4.5, we may choose a 
rational E > 0 such that 
VY E X (4x, Y) # ~1 and I{yEX:f(y)=prrhd(y,x)>e}Ian. 
Let C = {y E X: d(y, n) > E}. Straightforward arguments show that C is closed 
and totally bounded. Let A’ = ran(f Ic). Suppose A’ is not an initial segment of 
A. Then there is a least a’ E A’ such that for some a E A, a < a’ and a 4 A’. Pick 
z E C such that f(z) = a’. By the definition of characteristic system, we can find 
6 > 0 such that the ball (z, 6) is contained in C, and there is an element 
y E (z, 6) such that a =z f (y) < a’, yielding a contradiction. Thus A’ is an initial 
segment of A. By arguments imilar to those used in the proof of Lemma 6.1, A’ 
has a maximal element and an associated integer m’. Since A’ is an initial segment 
of A including pB, (B, n) s (A’, m’). The usual verifications of the properties in 
Definition 4.1 show that (A’, m’, f I,-) . IS a characteristic system for C. 
Now suppose that A = s B. We may identify B with A. Using Lemma 4.5, find 
an E > 0 such that for all y E X, 
d(x,y)#e and O<d(x,y)<e+f(y)<f(x). 
Let C = {y E X: d(y, x) > E} as above. As before, (A’, m’, f Ic) is a characteris- 
tic system for C. Furthermore, (B, n) s (A, m - 1) s (A’, m’). Note that when 
f@><pA, this construction yields a set C with characteristic system 
(A, m,f I=>. •I 
The ordering of characteristic systems can also yield information about 
embeddability. 
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6.3. Lemma (AT&). Let X (respectively Y) be a countable closed totally 
bounded subset of a complete separable metric space and let (A, m, f) 
(respectively (B, n, g)) be its characteristic system. lf (B, n) c (A, m) then Y 6t X. 
Proof. Assume AT&,, and let X, Y, (A, m, f), and (B, IZ, g) be as stated. 
We begin the proof by noting that if A =S B and (h,, h2) witnesses X6, Y, 
then hi maps {xEX:f(x)=pA} into {y E Y: g(y) = pg}. To see this, let 
s :A + B be an order preserving bijection. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that 
for some x E X such that f(x) = pA, g(h,(x)) < pB = s(f (x)). Since B is a well 
ordering, there is a least b E B such that for some x,) E X, g(h,(x,)) <s(f (x,,)) = b. 
Since (B, n, g) is a characteristic system, we can choose E > 0 such that 
VY E Y(O<d(y, Mx,,))< c+g(y)<&(xo))). 
Since hI is continuous, for some 6 > 0, we have 
Vx E X (d(x, x,,) < E+ d(h,(x), h,(x,)) < E). 
Since g(h,(xJ) <s(f (x0)), we have s-‘(g(h,(x,)) <f (x,,). By property (ii) of 
Definition 4.1, we can find xi E X such that 
O<d(x,, x0) < 6 and s-‘(g(hl(xO))) cf(x,) <f(x,J. 
By the choice of 6 and E, O<d(x,, x,,) < 6 implies that g(h,(x,)) <g(h,(x,)). 
Since s-‘(g(h,(xJ) cf (x1), we know g(h,(x,,)) cs(f(xJ), and so g(h,(x,)) < 
s(f (x1)). But f (x,) <f (x0), so s(f (x1)) < s(f (x,,)) = b, contradicting the claim 
that b was the least such element. Thus h, maps elements of ‘rank’ pA to elements 
of ‘rank’ Pa. Note that the argument relies only on the facts that A =S B and 
xq Y. 
Now suppose that A es B and m = II. We will show that X and Y are 
homeomorphic. In the fashion of Lemma 4.6, construct well ordered spaces X’ 
and Y’ which are homeomorphic to X and Y. Suppose X’ 6, Y’. Concatenating 
the homeomorphisms from X to X’ and from Y’ to Y with the order preserving 
injection from X’ into Y’ yields an embedding. Since A cs B and m = n, this 
embedding must map {x E X: f (x) = pA} onto {y E Y: g(y) = pB}. The home- 
omorphism from Y’ to Y maps the largest element of Y’ to an element of 
{y E Y: g(y) = pB}. Since every such element is in the range of the embedding, 
the largest element of Y’ must be in the range of the map from X’ to Y. Since the 
range of this map is an initial segment of Y’, all of Y’ is in the range. Thus the 
embedding from X into Y is onto, and so is a homeomorphism. Thus, if A -S B 
andm=n, then Y<,XandX<,Y. 
Now we will consider what happens when (B, n) < (A, m). Suppose first that 
B =SA and n <m. By Theorem 4.7, X ct Y or Y + X. If Xs, Y, then the 
associated embedding must inject {x E X: f (x) = pA}, a set of cardinality m, into 
{y E Y: g(y) = pB}, a set of cardinality n. Since n < m, ICY suffices to exclude this 
possibility. Thus we must have Y ct X, as desired. 
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Finally, suppose that B <,A. Once again, by Theorem 4.7, X$ Y or Y st X. If 
Xs, Y, then by Lemma 5.2, A SW B, contradicting B $ A. Thus, in this case, we 
also have Y<, X. Summarizing all the cases, whenever (B, n) s (A, m), we have 
YG,X. 0 
6.4. Lemma (ATR”). Let X be a countable closed totally bounded subset of a 
complete separable metric space with characteristic system (A, m, f ) where m 2 2. 
Let n,, x2 E X such that f (x1) = f (x2) = pA. Then there is a homeomorphism 
(h,, h2) of Xonto Xsuch that h,(x,) =x2 and hl(x2) =x1. 
Proof. Permuting the integers assigned to elements of {x E X: f (x) = pA} 
permutes their order of occurrence in the homeomorphic well ordered space 
constructed in the fashion of Lemma 4.6. As in the preceding lemma, comparing 
any two such ordered spaces yields a homeomorphism. 0 
Let $$’ denote the unit circle. In RCA”, we can prove that S’ is a totally 
bounded complete separable metric space. RCA” also proves that the stereo- 
graphic projection of the reals into s’ is a homeomorphism between [w and .?$I 
less a single point, which we will denote by z Using this compactification of [w, 
we can prove the main theorem of this section. 
6.5. Theorem (RCAJ. The following are equivalent: 
(i) AT&. 
(ii) If X and Y are countable closed subsets of R, then XS, Y or Y 6, X. 
(iii) If X and Y are countable closed totally bounded subsets of R, then XC, Y 
or YS,X. 
Proof. To prove that (i) implies (ii), assume ATR” and let X and Y be countable 
closed subsets of [w. Using ACAo, let X’ denote the image of X under the 
stereographic projection into s1 together with the point x. By the usual 
arguments, X’ is a countable closed totally bounded subset of S’. Let Y’ denote 
the similarly constructed set associated with Y. Applying Lemmas 4.4 and 6.1, let 
(A, m, f) and (B, vz, g) be the characteristic systems for X’ and Y’. We will 
consider three cases. 
First, suppose that (B, n) < (A, m). By Lemma 6.2, there is a closed subset C 
of X’ with characteristic system (A’, m, flc) such that n $ C and (B, n) c 
(A’, m’). By Lemma 6.3, Y’ ct C. Since Y<, Y’ and Cc, X, we have Y ct X. 
Similarly, (A, m) < (B, n) yields Xc, Y. 
Second, suppose that A =S B, m = n and f(n) < pA. By Lemma 6.2, there is a 
closed subset C of X’ with characteristic system (A, m, f I,-) such that n $ C. 
Since (B, n) s (A, m), by Lemma 6.3, Y’ $ C. Since Y ct Y’ and Cc, X, we 
have Y st X. Similarly, if A =S B, m = n, and g(n) < pB, then Xc, Y. 
Finally, suppose that A es B, m = n, f (n) = uA and g(n) = pB. By composing 
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any embedding from X’ into Y’ with the appropriate homeomorphism from Y’ 
onto Y’ as provided by Lemma 6.4, we can construct an embedding of X’ into Y’ 
that maps JG to z Composing with the embedding of X into X’ and the inverse 
map from Y’ less E into Y yields an embedding of X into Y witnessing Xc, Y. 
One of the three cases must hold, so either Xc, Y or Y st X, as desired. 
Since (iii) is a special case of (ii), it remains only to show that (iii) implies 
AT&. Since the proof of Lemma 5.1 used only countable closed totally bounded 
subsets of the reals, we have already shown that (iii) implies ACAo. Using ACAo, 
we may identify the countable closed subset constructed in Lemma 5.3 with its 
image under the canonical embedding. The resulting version of Lemma 5.3 yields 
a countable closed totally bounded subset of (0,l) having a specified well 
ordering in its characteristic system. Substituting the modified lemmas in the 
proof of Theorem 5.4 yields a proof that (iii) implies AT&. 0 
It seems reasonable that Theorem 6.5 can be proved with IF8 replaced by an 
arbitrary complete separable metric space. A succinct proof of this would require 
formalization of some theorems concerning metrizations of single point compac- 
tifications of spaces. It seems likely that a number of interesting results would 
arise from such work. 
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